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Hochman, as the book is commonly known, was originally compiled by well known and well
respected collector, Gene Hochman, in the 1970s. Years later this invaluable resource was
completely rewritten and hugely expanded by Tom and Judy Dawson. This has been the "bible"
of playing card collectors since the first day it was released. Now with Conjuring Arts ePub
edition you can carry it everywhere! Tom and Judy have expanded this wonderful resource once
again and Noah Levine has tirelessly converted it to ePub. That means it will resize on your
smart phone, tablet, or computer screen and will always be readily available. How many times
have you been at an antique store and found a deck of cards and wondered if it's in Hochman
and what is known about it?This volume contains:CHAPTER 17–ADVERTISING PLAYING
CARDSCHAPTER 18–TRANSFORMATION CARDSCHAPTER 19–INSERT CARDSCHAPTER
20–WAR CARDSCHAPTER 21–POLITICAL AND PATRIOTIC CARDSCHAPTER 22–
ENTERTAINMENTCHAPTER 23–TAROT AND FORTUNE TELLING CARDSCHAPTER 24–
EXPOSITION AND WORLD’S FAIR

Take a Look Inside The Oxford Companion to Beer:Barley Wine: The strongest of beers. While
not always literally approaching the alcohol content of wine, they are often brewed to alcoholic
strengths of 10% ABV, and sometimes more. CHARLES FINKELBarrel-aging: A brewer at the
Avery Brewing Company in Colorado prepares a blending session for barrel-aged
beers.JONATHAN CASTNOR PHOTOGRAPHYBritain: A team of horses delivers beer from
Samuel Smith’s Old Brewery, founded in 1758, to citizens of Tadcaster, England. Horse-drawn
drays are still used to this day for many deliveries. MERCHANT DU VINGlassware: Photograph,
c. 1933, illustrating various classic beer glass shapes. Prohibition caused a lack of public
knowledge of how to serve alcoholic beverages, an issue addressed in this nationally
syndicated photograph. PIKE MICROBREWERY MUSEUM, SEATTLE, WAInsert, page 7:
Home-grown and hand-picked Cascade hops and barley ready for homebrewing in Connecticut.
The popular Cascade hops has become a signature flavor of many North American craft beers
and is known for its grapefruit-like profile.ERIC S. MCKAYInsert, page 16: A collection of antique
beer labels ranging from 1920–1950, from countries all over the world. While bottling has been
around for millennia, the attachment of labels only gained general usage in the mid-19th century.
PIKE MICROBREWERY MUSEUM, SEATTLE, WAReview"The Oxford Companion to Beer is
like having an assortment of 24 terrific beers in one box. Pick one out, pop the cap, turn to a
page, savor the beer, enjoy the random read. There aremore than 1,100 terrific companions for
your beers." --Charlie Papazian, president of the Brewers Association and author of The
Complete Joy of Homebrewing"If scholarly detail and accuracy for brewing is your thirst, this
book will be your definitive goto over and over again. Like a perfect pour, beer lovers will be able



to appreciate this book for its artistry, craftsmanship and precision as well as its endless source
of inspiration."--Mario Batali , acclaimed chef and restaurateur"Beer―like baseball statistics or
action movie quotes― is one of the many things guys act like they are experts on, but oftentimes
are actually clueless about. This book is for anyone, male or female, who has ever wanted to
know the once-and-for-all real facts about ales, ambers, porters, and lambics but was too afraid
to ask. It's the clearest, most user-friendly guide to hoppy heaven I have ever come across and
in my opinion the only 'beer book' you will need."--Adam Richman, host of Man V. Food Nation
and author of America the Edible"Garrett Oliver has become widely acknowledged as an expert
not only in making beer, but in tasting it, pairing it, and talking about it."--New York
Times"[E]ncyclopedic in scope . . . In putting together the 'Oxford Companion' now, Mr. Oliver
has captured the blossoming of a global beer culture at a thriving moment. . . . [A] definitive
resource not just for beer enthusiasts but for amateur brewers, professional brewers and the
thousands of restaurants that serve great beers but are staffed by people who may know little
about them. . . . The 'Oxford Companion' is simply a wonderful resource for what, even when it's
complex, unusual, unfamiliar or strikingly different, is still just beer, regardless of how it is
dressed up." --Eric Asimov, The New York Times"The Oxford Companion to Beer [is] an
unprecedented compendium that encompasses global hops history, new-wave brewing
techniques and anything else you could possibly want to know about the world's most popular
alcoholic beverage." m--Time Out New York"Demand for the Companion has already exceeded
supply, and the book has sold out its initial print run. The 'dark ages of beer' seem to be over." --
New York's "Grub Street""[The Oxford Companion to Beer] promises to be a comprehensive
resource for those in the know and those hoping to get there some day." --SF Weekly.com"We
live in an amazing time for beer lovers. With more than 1,700 American breweries and counting,
Oliver's massive reference book is a timely masterpiece that will make the perfect companion for
craft beer's meteoric rise." --Mobile Press Register"[W]ith the publication of The Oxford
Companion to Beer we now have 920 pages of serious beer writing each page of which alone
will trigger any number of arguments, plenty of scurrying for further sources and the occasional
drifting of the book across the room, hopefully missing the lamp. This is a very good thing." --
AGoodBeerBlog.com"The most essential beer book you can buy . . . You open a page at random
and you start reading, and you lose yourself in trivia, history, and bits of brewing science you
always wanted to know but never got round to asking . . . Just about everything any sane person
could want to know about beer is in this book . . . if you write about beer, study it or brew it, you
simply cannot do without this book" --Pete Brown's Beer Blog"At the end of the reading I felt
buzzed. Not from beer, but from the amount of knowledge I had acquired. I have never
considered myself to be a beer enthusiast, but after Garrett Oliver conveyed his passion for
beer, that just might change." The CU Independent"[T]he largest amount of knowledge about
beer ever assembled in one book."--Huffington Post"The rise of craft beer has meant a lot of
happy developments for beer lovers -- more quality breweries, more great bars and, lately, lots of
interesting books. Among the most ambitious beer books is The Oxford Companion to Beer." --



Chicago Tribune"[T]he volume is encyclopedic in both scope and detail, and though I've spent
hours looking through it, I've barely made a dent. What I have read, though, has been
consistently fascinating." --Chicago Reader"If ever you were in need of knowing every single fact
there is to know about beer, this is apparently where to find it." --TotalBeerEnlightenment.com"A
book every beer lover must have . . . This is the new beer bible: the Encyclopedia Beertanica . . .
You must have this book. It is magnificent. Whether you are an aspiring beer geek, an avid home
brewer, or a professional brewer, you must have this book. It is the beer book." --Washington
Beer Blog"[A]ll sorts of fascinating beer-related facts have been poured into this 920-page
everything-you-ever-wanted-to-know beauty of a book that has the answer for everything . . . In
all sincerity, the book is terrific. It looks good, thanks in part to 16 pages of beautiful color
photographs and hundreds of tasteful black-and-white images. It's got the heft you'd expect from
a $65 scholarly tome. And it covers all the bases-from the variety of agricultural commodities
that go into beer to the vast number of ways it can be brewed, with each method imparting its
own taste and texture." --Fortune.com"Thoroughly illustrated and beautifully typeset, the book is
precisely what a companion should be: an engaging, subjective, erudite guide to the interested
novice and, at the same time, a quick reference for the initiated. As a dedicated drinker all but
ignorant of the chemistry behind brewing, I feel I've already learned a lot -- and I've only read
through the five entries that start with 'acid-.'" --TheAtlantic.com"So far I've read only a tiny
fraction of what's in this book, and already my beer education has taken great leaps forward." --
BostonGlobe.com"Now, beer's faithful have their bible. The Oxford Companion to Beer, a
formidable 920-page volume, chronicles the drink's history, from its birth more than 5,000 years
ago in the grasslands of ancient Iraq to the modern craft-beer movement." --Globe and Mail"And
now the movement has a book so fine that it isn't likely to need another for a millennium or so.
The Oxford Companion to Beer is, first of all, so handsome as to border on the pornographic . . .
[It] is like a pub with enough taps to satisfy every variety of drinker . . . [Oliver] deserves
unqualified praise for what is a huge achievement."--TheNewRepublic.com"The major release of
the year . . . highly-anticipated." --Esquire.com"[T]he only book you will ever have to read, from
this point on, to survive. The Oxford Companion to Beer is your new BFF." --
USAToday.com"[W]ithout a doubt the most comprehensive educational resource on beer
available . . . like any inexhaustible resource, it'll be with you for life." --Men's Health.com"This
may be one book that beer-lovers can't live without." --Culture: The Word on Cheese"The Oxford
Companion to Beer joins the drink-book canon as perhaps the most important tome on the
subject. Why? Because it offers serious scholarship on everything from the details of the
German hop industry to the controversy of California's 'steam beer' designation . . . a remarkable
work. Even if you think beer is better drunk than contemplated, you'll find yourself cross-
referencing this into the wee hours." --San Francisco Chronicle"simply an incredible resource
that every beer lover should have on the shelf."--BayAreaCraftBeer.com"This massive tome has
the power to turn you from beer lover to beer connoisseur."--ModernMan.com"This title hits the
sweet spot of popular appeal and bona fide subject rigor and is likely to catch the eye of even



the most casual browser-display prominently. Recommended for the ever-increasing number of
public collections serving local-beer enthusiasts and for most academic collections; likewise
suitable for any beer imbiber's home collection."--Library JournalAbout the AuthorGarrett Oliver
is the Brewmaster of the Brooklyn Brewery and author of The Brewmaster's Table: Discovering
the Pleasures of Real Beer with Real Food. He is a recipient of the James Beard Award for
Outstanding Wine, Beer, or Spirits Professional, as well as many other awards and, is a frequent
judge for international beer competitions. He has made numerous radio and television
appearances as a spokesperson for craft brewing.Read more
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THE HOCHMANENCYCLOPEDIAOF AMERICAN PLAYING CARDSPART IIITOM AND JUDY
DAWSONSecond EditionNew YorkConjuring Arts Research Center2014CHAPTER 17–
ADVERTISING PLAYING CARDSIf every American advertising deck ever published were to be
described in this Encyclopedia, the average home library would not have enough room to house
the volumes. The supplements to keep pace with the annual production might even require
several new volumes each year. By necessity, therefore, these decks have been listed under
seven different Types, or categories, with certain decks pictured as examples.A word about
value is appropriate. Advertising playing cards, like any collectible, have the values set in the
marketplace. In other words, supply and demand and condition are the real determinants of
value. However, two other key factors impact demand. The first is the quantity and type of
advertising forming a part of the deck, together with its packaging. Aces, jokers, courts, pips and
extra cards with advertising on them are desirable and the more of these special cards there are
in a deck, the more desirable that deck becomes.The second impact on value and collectibility
to consider is the crossover factor. Many advertising decks have a very strong following among
collectors in a particular field and this demand has a consequent effect on the value of decks.
The prime example of this is Coca-Cola memorabilia where the collectors, who number in the
tens of thousands, constantly search for examples of their favourite collectible, including playing
cards. A Coke deck might therefore have a value of several times that of a similar deck,
published at the same time for a now defunct soft drink manufacturer.Unlike the other sections of
the Encyclopedia, Gene’s original plan was to have the advertising section operate simply as a
guide for collectors. There are a few decks in this chapter that are featured in other chapters
(e.g. advertising transformation decks) and in these cases we have given the reference number
where more of the cards can be seen.We have pictured examples of advertising playing cards of
each of the seven Types. These were classified by Gene Hochman as Types A to G and we have
changed these to Types 1 to 7. We hope this will help clarify each type of deck included and
assist the reader in identifying and cataloguing advertising decks.TYPE 1–These are listed
under ‘A’. This is perhaps the most desirable of the advertising categories. These decks feature
many unique advertising cards, not only on the Ace of Spades and Joker but on court cards and,
in some cases, on pip cards as well. Example–Murphy Varnish.TYPE 2–‘AA’ listings. This
category consists of decks with standard court cards, but with special messages on some or all
of the pip cards as well as the Ace of Spades and Joker. Example–The Plant Line.TYPE 3–‘AB’
listings. For those who collect advertising cards, this category will make up the bulk of their
collection. The first examples appeared in the early 1870’s and a few are still being made today.
A typical example will have a back design (often repeated on the box and/or wrapper)
advertising the company or product and a special advertising Ace of Spades and Joker. No one
will ever know how many different examples of these decks were actually produced. Example–
Theo. Hamm Brewery Co.This section has been broken down into sub-categories (further into



this chapter) to assist collectors in evaluating decks. As discussed earlier, the price one must
pay is not only directly related to the scarcity of the particular deck, but also to the competition
one finds among prospective purchasers. Products featured on playing cards such as brewery,
tobacco, railroad and steamship, for example, demand premium prices. Readers will note that
we have changed the sub-categories from those listed on P.26 of Volume III of the original
Encyclopedia to ones we believe are more relevant. Collectors can use either group of sub-
categories and can create additional ones for their other advertising decks!TYPE 4–These ‘AC’
listings have advertising on the backs but come with a standard Ace of Spades. However they
must include a special advertising card, either a Joker or an extra card. Example – Foot, Schulze
& Co.TYPE 5–These decks, listed under ‘ADD’ have advertising on the backs and on the Ace of
Spades only. It covers decks with standard jokers as well as a few early decks issued without
jokers. In addition pinochle decks made for advertisers generally do not contain jokers. Example–
Acorn Stoves and Ranges.TYPE 6–This is the most common type with advertising on the backs
only. With rare exceptions they have the lowest value to the playing card collector, even though
they might be very rare! For example, a small retail store might have distributed 500 plain decks
with advertising on the backs and all but one of those may have been used and thrown out. The
one remaining copy will still have little value to the playing card collector. A very early example of
an advertising deck of this type is the steamboat deck produced by the American Playing Card
Co. of Kalamazoo shown below. It merely has an advertisement overprinted on the regular
patterned back. To the ad collector it now has some added importance, but its value is likely only
a little more than an early steamboat deck without the addition of advertising. Example–#1
Overprint for Household Goods; #2 Breck Shampoo.TYPE 7–An important category in the
advertising field is the insert card. These are not pictured here but covered in detail in the Insert
chapter.As mentioned above, Type 1 or the ‘A’ category, appeal most to advertising enthusiasts.
In the original Encyclopedia there were 47 listings covering the period from the early 1880’s to
the 1970’s. While there have been many decks produced in the past two decades that fit into this
category, we have made only two additions for new discoveries from the 19th century. The
recent productions will need to be the subject of another work.A1 MURPHY VARNISH, Andrew
Dougherty, 1883 (see T5). This is the finest example of an advertising and transformation deck
and it has a treasured place in every collection. Those who own it generally rank it among their
favourites and the collectors who do not have it often place it at the top of their most wanted list.
Each card is unique and designed with a Murphy Varnish product in mind.A2 KINNEY
BROTHERS TOBACCO, 1889 (see T8). This is the only other known full-size, advertising
transformation deck. Although the pip cards are transformed and the court cards clever, only the
two of diamonds makes reference to a Kinney product. Kinney Brothers were the manufacturers
of Sweet Caporal cigarettes, a popular brand of that time. Advertising also appears on the
backs, the Ace of Spades, the Joker and the box. The scarcity of this deck can be attributed to
the fact that it could only be obtained by saving the smaller size insert cards from the product
(identical to the cards in this deck). When the complete 53 cards were saved and mailed to



Kinney Brothers, the full size deck of cards was the reward.A3 CROSSCUT CIGARETTE, 1882
(see SE11). This deck was issued for W. Duke Sons & Co., Durham, NC. It features advertising
on the backs as well as a different message on the face of each card. In addition, each face
pictures a famous stage star of that time. It is also a Triplicate deck with the card duplicated in
the top left and bottom right corners.A4 CRADDOCK’S SOAP, USPC, 1895 (see SE2). A deck
issued for the Eureka Soap Co. This deck was published as an advertising deck for this
company with the advertising appearing on the card backs only. Each card carries a portrait
photo of a stage star of the era.A5 CLEVELAND COMIC CAMPAIGN, A.H. Caffee, 1892 (see
P3). This was one of two decks designed for the Cleveland camp in the campaign against
Benjamin Harrison. All political campaign decks are considered to be advertising as that was
their primary purpose. In this deck, every court card is a political figure with the King of Hearts
featuring Grover Cleveland and the King of Spades, Harrison. An extra card is present telling
who is pictured on the courts. The Joker shows Cleveland knocking out Harrison. As determined
subsequent to the publication of Volume III of the original Encyclopedia, there was also a deck
with Harrison knocking out Cleveland (see P18).A6 CLEVELAND CAMPAIGN, 1892 (see P17).
This deck was issued during the same campaign. The deck is serious and was issued to
appease those party members who objected to the comic aspect of A5 above. The Ace of
Spades says ‘Campaign’ and the court cards feature Cleveland, Mrs. Cleveland and Thurman,
who was the candidate for Vice-President.A7 PRESIDENT SUSPENDERS, C.A. Edgarton
Company, Shirley, MA, 1904 (see P4). This company manufactured the President brand of
suspenders, a product that has all but disappeared from the market. Advertising appears on the
backs, Ace of Spades, Joker and box. The double-ended court cards each feature two
Presidents of the United States and their First Ladies.A8 GOLDWATER, Brown & Bigelow, 1966
(see P10). This deck was issued for the Goldwater campaign against Lyndon Johnson. The
backs read AuH2O, a combination of the chemical symbols for gold (Au) and water (H2O). All
the court cards, including the Queens, feature the face of Barry Goldwater. The Ace of Spades
has the standard Brown & Bigelow Ace but the Jokers feature a donkey, the symbol of the
opposition party, wearing a hat.A9 ANHEUSER-BUSCH SPANISH AMERICAN WAR I, Gray
Lithographing Co., 1898 (see W15). Although this is a war deck, it is also a highly collectible
advertising deck for brewery collectors. The courts feature officers in the Spanish American War
like Theodore Roosevelt, Admiral Dewey, etc. Advertising appears on the backs, the Ace of
Spades, the Joker and the box. Every pip card has, as its background, a sepia picture of the
Anheuser Busch Brewery.A10 ANHEUSER-BUSCH SPANISH AMERICAN WAR II, USPC, 1900
(see W16). More war interest is apparent here as, in addition to the courts featuring officers,
each of the fours shows a photo of a different American warship. The advertising interest is
widened as, in addition to advertisements on the backs, Joker, box and background of all the
spot cards (except for the fours), each of the Aces shows an ad for a different brand of beer or
ale brewed by Anheuser Busch.A11 PEP BOYS, Arrco Playing Card Co., published for the Pep
Boys Auto Supply Chain. The Ace of Spades and the ‘No’ Joker feature the three brothers who



founded the stores. The court cards are caricatures, with the Kings featuring Moe carrying an ad
for Cadet Batteries. Manny is shown as the Queens that advertise Varsity Spark Plugs and Jack,
appropriately, advertises Booster Motor Oil on the Jacks. The backs and box also carry
advertising. An additional coupon card was added as an Extra Joker and was redeemable at any
of the stores for a free ‘Crying Towel’ for losers. The deck was first published in 1928 as a wide
deck in a slipcase and due to its success, it continued until 1940 in wide and narrow sizes as
well as in pinochle and standard decks.A12 MONARCH BICYCLE, USPC, 1895. This is one of
the earliest examples of an advertising deck created with special court cards. The style of these
courts closely resembles the well-known Stage deck published in 1896 (see SE3). As it was
issued a year earlier, it is safe to assume that the idea for this Stage deck was copied from the
Monarch Bicycle deck. This is a very desirable and hard-to-find deck with special aces as well
as a great Joker and extra card.A13 HAYNER DISTILLING CO., Winter’s Art Lithographing Co.,
1893 (see SX11). This is an example of the conversion of a World’s Fair deck to use for
advertising purposes. All the cards are identical to the regular deck except for the Queen of
Clubs and the Jack of Diamonds. The Jack shows a price list of the Hayner Co.A14 THE
ENTERPRISE BREWING CO., Winter’s Art Lithographing Co., 1894 (see SX16). Like the
Hayner deck, this one has only two cards changed. In this case it is the Queen of Spades and
the Jack of Diamonds, each of which feature a picture of the brewery.A15 NYCC, c1930. For
want of a better name, we will call this deck the Advertising, Advertising deck. Each of the 52
cards carries the logo of a different product or the suggestion that a prospective customer might
like to see their brand shown there and consequently order one of these special decks to
advertise their company.A16 COCA-COLA SPOTTER, USPC Co., 1942 (see W44). The deck
exists with two different backs, both of which are illustrated here. The only advertising is on the
backs and the extra card (the Joker), but it is listed in this category as it was made exclusively for
Coca-Cola.A17 TIME MAGAZINE, 1962. A beautifully designed deck published by this weekly
newsmagazine. Ads appear on the backs and on the box. Each pip card has pitch for Time,
many with a card game connotation. The courts and Jokers are unique and beautiful.A18
SCHERING MEDICAL, USPC Co., 1960. This deck was produced for the Schering
Pharmaceutical Corp. The courts represent doctors, nurses, pharmacists and patients and each
one is different. Ads appear on the backs and on the Ace of Spades. The print run was 50,000
and the decks were presented to doctors along with a dedication card.A19 SCHERING
MEDICAL (CORICIDEN), USPC Co., 1966. This deck, produced to promote Coriciden cold
tablets, has a booklet enclosed that describes the special courts. The courts again represent
doctors, nurses, pharmacists and, on the aces, patients. Unlike A18, these representations
repeat on each suit.A20 SPRINGMAID FABRICS, Arrco Playing Card Co., 1966. This deck was
made for Spring Cotton Mills, a firm specialising in fabrics for household linens and ladies’
undergarments. The aces, queens and two Jokers are special, being typical pinups of the times.
Advertising also appears on the backs and on the box.A21 FORD MOTOR CO., 1968. The
entire 1968 Ford line is presented on the 52 cards and two Jokers. This was one of the original



attempts to use a playing card deck as a type of catalogue. The backs and the box also carry
ads for the company.A22 RIDE AND WIN–FORD MOTOR CO., 1970. The backs feature the
motto ‘Ride and Win’ plus the logos of Ford, Mercury and Lincoln. The faces have 26 sets of
figures in matching pairs on the normal 52 cards, thus doubling as a child’s game. The
instructions are on the Jokers. All of the pictured items might be seen while touring by car.A23
BEAR CARDS, Stancraft, 1968. An interesting advertising deck with cleverly designed courts
made for Theodore Hamm Beer Co. Each of the courts has a cartoon of a bear dressed to
participate in a different sport and features an ‘H’ monogram and a Hamm’s Beer logo. The two
baseball Jokers continue the theme.A24 KENT ARMED FORCES, 1970 (see W24). The backs
and the box look like a pack of Kent cigarettes. No other advertising appears, but the deck is
unusual and made exclusively for Kent by USPC. All cards have cartoons of U.S. Military
personnel. The aces are the privates and the ranks increase to the kings (generals). The queens
are all uniformed women. Spades represent the Navy; Hearts–the Air Force; Clubs–the Army
and Diamonds–the Marines.A25 STATHAM CATLOG, 1954. Statham Laboratories, a Los
Angeles Electronics manufacturer, issued this deck. Every card in the deck, including the two
Jokers, describes a product that can be purchased from the firm.A26 U.S. PLYWOOD. A modern
deck that continues the latest trend of using every card, including the courts, for advertising
messages. This deck, counting the three Jokers, features 55 ads.A27 ELLIOT ADVERTISING,
c1940. This was one of the earlier advertising packs that used each card to carry a message to
the public. The Joker has a picture of the Elliot Factory at Cambridge, Mass. They were well
known, at the time, for a newly invented inexpensive addressing machine.A28 OFFICIAL FILMS
INC., 1957 (see SE 13). A special deck was produced to promote a new television series called
‘Four Star Playhouse’. There is a photo of a movie star on each card with the four featured stars
used on several cards.A29 JACK DANIELS, Stancraft, 1972. The cards were intended as an
imitation of a 19th century deck. Advertising is on the backs, Ace of Spades and box. The cards
were especially designed in a larger size (68 X 95mm) and supposedly cannot be manipulated
by cardsharps. Although the imitation of an 1866 deck (the year of the company’s founding) is
poor, the deck is beautiful. It was not given away, but distributed for sale.A30 BLACK VELVET,
1974. Made for Heublein, Inc., Hartford, distillers of ‘Black Velvet’ Canadian whiskey, the deck is
printed on black, similar to the Arpak deck from England. The spades and clubs are white and
the hearts and diamonds, red. The only advertising appears on the Jokers, the back and the
box.THE HOCHMANENCYCLOPEDIAOF AMERICAN PLAYING CARDSPART IIITOM AND
JUDY DAWSONSecond EditionNew YorkConjuring Arts Research Center2014THE
HOCHMANENCYCLOPEDIAOF AMERICAN PLAYING CARDSPART IIITOM AND JUDY
DAWSONSecond EditionNew YorkConjuring Arts Research Center2014CHAPTER 17–
ADVERTISING PLAYING CARDSIf every American advertising deck ever published were to be
described in this Encyclopedia, the average home library would not have enough room to house
the volumes. The supplements to keep pace with the annual production might even require
several new volumes each year. By necessity, therefore, these decks have been listed under



seven different Types, or categories, with certain decks pictured as examples.A word about
value is appropriate. Advertising playing cards, like any collectible, have the values set in the
marketplace. In other words, supply and demand and condition are the real determinants of
value. However, two other key factors impact demand. The first is the quantity and type of
advertising forming a part of the deck, together with its packaging. Aces, jokers, courts, pips and
extra cards with advertising on them are desirable and the more of these special cards there are
in a deck, the more desirable that deck becomes.The second impact on value and collectibility
to consider is the crossover factor. Many advertising decks have a very strong following among
collectors in a particular field and this demand has a consequent effect on the value of decks.
The prime example of this is Coca-Cola memorabilia where the collectors, who number in the
tens of thousands, constantly search for examples of their favourite collectible, including playing
cards. A Coke deck might therefore have a value of several times that of a similar deck,
published at the same time for a now defunct soft drink manufacturer.Unlike the other sections of
the Encyclopedia, Gene’s original plan was to have the advertising section operate simply as a
guide for collectors. There are a few decks in this chapter that are featured in other chapters
(e.g. advertising transformation decks) and in these cases we have given the reference number
where more of the cards can be seen.We have pictured examples of advertising playing cards of
each of the seven Types. These were classified by Gene Hochman as Types A to G and we have
changed these to Types 1 to 7. We hope this will help clarify each type of deck included and
assist the reader in identifying and cataloguing advertising decks.TYPE 1–These are listed
under ‘A’. This is perhaps the most desirable of the advertising categories. These decks feature
many unique advertising cards, not only on the Ace of Spades and Joker but on court cards and,
in some cases, on pip cards as well. Example–Murphy Varnish.TYPE 2–‘AA’ listings. This
category consists of decks with standard court cards, but with special messages on some or all
of the pip cards as well as the Ace of Spades and Joker. Example–The Plant Line.TYPE 3–‘AB’
listings. For those who collect advertising cards, this category will make up the bulk of their
collection. The first examples appeared in the early 1870’s and a few are still being made today.
A typical example will have a back design (often repeated on the box and/or wrapper)
advertising the company or product and a special advertising Ace of Spades and Joker. No one
will ever know how many different examples of these decks were actually produced. Example–
Theo. Hamm Brewery Co.This section has been broken down into sub-categories (further into
this chapter) to assist collectors in evaluating decks. As discussed earlier, the price one must
pay is not only directly related to the scarcity of the particular deck, but also to the competition
one finds among prospective purchasers. Products featured on playing cards such as brewery,
tobacco, railroad and steamship, for example, demand premium prices. Readers will note that
we have changed the sub-categories from those listed on P.26 of Volume III of the original
Encyclopedia to ones we believe are more relevant. Collectors can use either group of sub-
categories and can create additional ones for their other advertising decks!TYPE 4–These ‘AC’
listings have advertising on the backs but come with a standard Ace of Spades. However they



must include a special advertising card, either a Joker or an extra card. Example – Foot, Schulze
& Co.TYPE 5–These decks, listed under ‘ADD’ have advertising on the backs and on the Ace of
Spades only. It covers decks with standard jokers as well as a few early decks issued without
jokers. In addition pinochle decks made for advertisers generally do not contain jokers. Example–
Acorn Stoves and Ranges.TYPE 6–This is the most common type with advertising on the backs
only. With rare exceptions they have the lowest value to the playing card collector, even though
they might be very rare! For example, a small retail store might have distributed 500 plain decks
with advertising on the backs and all but one of those may have been used and thrown out. The
one remaining copy will still have little value to the playing card collector. A very early example of
an advertising deck of this type is the steamboat deck produced by the American Playing Card
Co. of Kalamazoo shown below. It merely has an advertisement overprinted on the regular
patterned back. To the ad collector it now has some added importance, but its value is likely only
a little more than an early steamboat deck without the addition of advertising. Example–#1
Overprint for Household Goods; #2 Breck Shampoo.TYPE 7–An important category in the
advertising field is the insert card. These are not pictured here but covered in detail in the Insert
chapter.As mentioned above, Type 1 or the ‘A’ category, appeal most to advertising enthusiasts.
In the original Encyclopedia there were 47 listings covering the period from the early 1880’s to
the 1970’s. While there have been many decks produced in the past two decades that fit into this
category, we have made only two additions for new discoveries from the 19th century. The
recent productions will need to be the subject of another work.A1 MURPHY VARNISH, Andrew
Dougherty, 1883 (see T5). This is the finest example of an advertising and transformation deck
and it has a treasured place in every collection. Those who own it generally rank it among their
favourites and the collectors who do not have it often place it at the top of their most wanted list.
Each card is unique and designed with a Murphy Varnish product in mind.A2 KINNEY
BROTHERS TOBACCO, 1889 (see T8). This is the only other known full-size, advertising
transformation deck. Although the pip cards are transformed and the court cards clever, only the
two of diamonds makes reference to a Kinney product. Kinney Brothers were the manufacturers
of Sweet Caporal cigarettes, a popular brand of that time. Advertising also appears on the
backs, the Ace of Spades, the Joker and the box. The scarcity of this deck can be attributed to
the fact that it could only be obtained by saving the smaller size insert cards from the product
(identical to the cards in this deck). When the complete 53 cards were saved and mailed to
Kinney Brothers, the full size deck of cards was the reward.A3 CROSSCUT CIGARETTE, 1882
(see SE11). This deck was issued for W. Duke Sons & Co., Durham, NC. It features advertising
on the backs as well as a different message on the face of each card. In addition, each face
pictures a famous stage star of that time. It is also a Triplicate deck with the card duplicated in
the top left and bottom right corners.A4 CRADDOCK’S SOAP, USPC, 1895 (see SE2). A deck
issued for the Eureka Soap Co. This deck was published as an advertising deck for this
company with the advertising appearing on the card backs only. Each card carries a portrait
photo of a stage star of the era.A5 CLEVELAND COMIC CAMPAIGN, A.H. Caffee, 1892 (see



P3). This was one of two decks designed for the Cleveland camp in the campaign against
Benjamin Harrison. All political campaign decks are considered to be advertising as that was
their primary purpose. In this deck, every court card is a political figure with the King of Hearts
featuring Grover Cleveland and the King of Spades, Harrison. An extra card is present telling
who is pictured on the courts. The Joker shows Cleveland knocking out Harrison. As determined
subsequent to the publication of Volume III of the original Encyclopedia, there was also a deck
with Harrison knocking out Cleveland (see P18).A6 CLEVELAND CAMPAIGN, 1892 (see P17).
This deck was issued during the same campaign. The deck is serious and was issued to
appease those party members who objected to the comic aspect of A5 above. The Ace of
Spades says ‘Campaign’ and the court cards feature Cleveland, Mrs. Cleveland and Thurman,
who was the candidate for Vice-President.A7 PRESIDENT SUSPENDERS, C.A. Edgarton
Company, Shirley, MA, 1904 (see P4). This company manufactured the President brand of
suspenders, a product that has all but disappeared from the market. Advertising appears on the
backs, Ace of Spades, Joker and box. The double-ended court cards each feature two
Presidents of the United States and their First Ladies.A8 GOLDWATER, Brown & Bigelow, 1966
(see P10). This deck was issued for the Goldwater campaign against Lyndon Johnson. The
backs read AuH2O, a combination of the chemical symbols for gold (Au) and water (H2O). All
the court cards, including the Queens, feature the face of Barry Goldwater. The Ace of Spades
has the standard Brown & Bigelow Ace but the Jokers feature a donkey, the symbol of the
opposition party, wearing a hat.A9 ANHEUSER-BUSCH SPANISH AMERICAN WAR I, Gray
Lithographing Co., 1898 (see W15). Although this is a war deck, it is also a highly collectible
advertising deck for brewery collectors. The courts feature officers in the Spanish American War
like Theodore Roosevelt, Admiral Dewey, etc. Advertising appears on the backs, the Ace of
Spades, the Joker and the box. Every pip card has, as its background, a sepia picture of the
Anheuser Busch Brewery.A10 ANHEUSER-BUSCH SPANISH AMERICAN WAR II, USPC, 1900
(see W16). More war interest is apparent here as, in addition to the courts featuring officers,
each of the fours shows a photo of a different American warship. The advertising interest is
widened as, in addition to advertisements on the backs, Joker, box and background of all the
spot cards (except for the fours), each of the Aces shows an ad for a different brand of beer or
ale brewed by Anheuser Busch.A11 PEP BOYS, Arrco Playing Card Co., published for the Pep
Boys Auto Supply Chain. The Ace of Spades and the ‘No’ Joker feature the three brothers who
founded the stores. The court cards are caricatures, with the Kings featuring Moe carrying an ad
for Cadet Batteries. Manny is shown as the Queens that advertise Varsity Spark Plugs and Jack,
appropriately, advertises Booster Motor Oil on the Jacks. The backs and box also carry
advertising. An additional coupon card was added as an Extra Joker and was redeemable at any
of the stores for a free ‘Crying Towel’ for losers. The deck was first published in 1928 as a wide
deck in a slipcase and due to its success, it continued until 1940 in wide and narrow sizes as
well as in pinochle and standard decks.A12 MONARCH BICYCLE, USPC, 1895. This is one of
the earliest examples of an advertising deck created with special court cards. The style of these



courts closely resembles the well-known Stage deck published in 1896 (see SE3). As it was
issued a year earlier, it is safe to assume that the idea for this Stage deck was copied from the
Monarch Bicycle deck. This is a very desirable and hard-to-find deck with special aces as well
as a great Joker and extra card.A13 HAYNER DISTILLING CO., Winter’s Art Lithographing Co.,
1893 (see SX11). This is an example of the conversion of a World’s Fair deck to use for
advertising purposes. All the cards are identical to the regular deck except for the Queen of
Clubs and the Jack of Diamonds. The Jack shows a price list of the Hayner Co.A14 THE
ENTERPRISE BREWING CO., Winter’s Art Lithographing Co., 1894 (see SX16). Like the
Hayner deck, this one has only two cards changed. In this case it is the Queen of Spades and
the Jack of Diamonds, each of which feature a picture of the brewery.A15 NYCC, c1930. For
want of a better name, we will call this deck the Advertising, Advertising deck. Each of the 52
cards carries the logo of a different product or the suggestion that a prospective customer might
like to see their brand shown there and consequently order one of these special decks to
advertise their company.A16 COCA-COLA SPOTTER, USPC Co., 1942 (see W44). The deck
exists with two different backs, both of which are illustrated here. The only advertising is on the
backs and the extra card (the Joker), but it is listed in this category as it was made exclusively for
Coca-Cola.A17 TIME MAGAZINE, 1962. A beautifully designed deck published by this weekly
newsmagazine. Ads appear on the backs and on the box. Each pip card has pitch for Time,
many with a card game connotation. The courts and Jokers are unique and beautiful.A18
SCHERING MEDICAL, USPC Co., 1960. This deck was produced for the Schering
Pharmaceutical Corp. The courts represent doctors, nurses, pharmacists and patients and each
one is different. Ads appear on the backs and on the Ace of Spades. The print run was 50,000
and the decks were presented to doctors along with a dedication card.A19 SCHERING
MEDICAL (CORICIDEN), USPC Co., 1966. This deck, produced to promote Coriciden cold
tablets, has a booklet enclosed that describes the special courts. The courts again represent
doctors, nurses, pharmacists and, on the aces, patients. Unlike A18, these representations
repeat on each suit.A20 SPRINGMAID FABRICS, Arrco Playing Card Co., 1966. This deck was
made for Spring Cotton Mills, a firm specialising in fabrics for household linens and ladies’
undergarments. The aces, queens and two Jokers are special, being typical pinups of the times.
Advertising also appears on the backs and on the box.A21 FORD MOTOR CO., 1968. The
entire 1968 Ford line is presented on the 52 cards and two Jokers. This was one of the original
attempts to use a playing card deck as a type of catalogue. The backs and the box also carry
ads for the company.A22 RIDE AND WIN–FORD MOTOR CO., 1970. The backs feature the
motto ‘Ride and Win’ plus the logos of Ford, Mercury and Lincoln. The faces have 26 sets of
figures in matching pairs on the normal 52 cards, thus doubling as a child’s game. The
instructions are on the Jokers. All of the pictured items might be seen while touring by car.A23
BEAR CARDS, Stancraft, 1968. An interesting advertising deck with cleverly designed courts
made for Theodore Hamm Beer Co. Each of the courts has a cartoon of a bear dressed to
participate in a different sport and features an ‘H’ monogram and a Hamm’s Beer logo. The two



baseball Jokers continue the theme.A24 KENT ARMED FORCES, 1970 (see W24). The backs
and the box look like a pack of Kent cigarettes. No other advertising appears, but the deck is
unusual and made exclusively for Kent by USPC. All cards have cartoons of U.S. Military
personnel. The aces are the privates and the ranks increase to the kings (generals). The queens
are all uniformed women. Spades represent the Navy; Hearts–the Air Force; Clubs–the Army
and Diamonds–the Marines.A25 STATHAM CATLOG, 1954. Statham Laboratories, a Los
Angeles Electronics manufacturer, issued this deck. Every card in the deck, including the two
Jokers, describes a product that can be purchased from the firm.A26 U.S. PLYWOOD. A modern
deck that continues the latest trend of using every card, including the courts, for advertising
messages. This deck, counting the three Jokers, features 55 ads.A27 ELLIOT ADVERTISING,
c1940. This was one of the earlier advertising packs that used each card to carry a message to
the public. The Joker has a picture of the Elliot Factory at Cambridge, Mass. They were well
known, at the time, for a newly invented inexpensive addressing machine.A28 OFFICIAL FILMS
INC., 1957 (see SE 13). A special deck was produced to promote a new television series called
‘Four Star Playhouse’. There is a photo of a movie star on each card with the four featured stars
used on several cards.A29 JACK DANIELS, Stancraft, 1972. The cards were intended as an
imitation of a 19th century deck. Advertising is on the backs, Ace of Spades and box. The cards
were especially designed in a larger size (68 X 95mm) and supposedly cannot be manipulated
by cardsharps. Although the imitation of an 1866 deck (the year of the company’s founding) is
poor, the deck is beautiful. It was not given away, but distributed for sale.A30 BLACK VELVET,
1974. Made for Heublein, Inc., Hartford, distillers of ‘Black Velvet’ Canadian whiskey, the deck is
printed on black, similar to the Arpak deck from England. The spades and clubs are white and
the hearts and diamonds, red. The only advertising appears on the Jokers, the back and the
box.CHAPTER 17–ADVERTISING PLAYING CARDSIf every American advertising deck ever
published were to be described in this Encyclopedia, the average home library would not have
enough room to house the volumes. The supplements to keep pace with the annual production
might even require several new volumes each year. By necessity, therefore, these decks have
been listed under seven different Types, or categories, with certain decks pictured as
examples.A word about value is appropriate. Advertising playing cards, like any collectible, have
the values set in the marketplace. In other words, supply and demand and condition are the real
determinants of value. However, two other key factors impact demand. The first is the quantity
and type of advertising forming a part of the deck, together with its packaging. Aces, jokers,
courts, pips and extra cards with advertising on them are desirable and the more of these
special cards there are in a deck, the more desirable that deck becomes.The second impact on
value and collectibility to consider is the crossover factor. Many advertising decks have a very
strong following among collectors in a particular field and this demand has a consequent effect
on the value of decks. The prime example of this is Coca-Cola memorabilia where the collectors,
who number in the tens of thousands, constantly search for examples of their favourite
collectible, including playing cards. A Coke deck might therefore have a value of several times



that of a similar deck, published at the same time for a now defunct soft drink
manufacturer.Unlike the other sections of the Encyclopedia, Gene’s original plan was to have the
advertising section operate simply as a guide for collectors. There are a few decks in this
chapter that are featured in other chapters (e.g. advertising transformation decks) and in these
cases we have given the reference number where more of the cards can be seen.We have
pictured examples of advertising playing cards of each of the seven Types. These were
classified by Gene Hochman as Types A to G and we have changed these to Types 1 to 7. We
hope this will help clarify each type of deck included and assist the reader in identifying and
cataloguing advertising decks.TYPE 1–These are listed under ‘A’. This is perhaps the most
desirable of the advertising categories. These decks feature many unique advertising cards, not
only on the Ace of Spades and Joker but on court cards and, in some cases, on pip cards as
well. Example–Murphy Varnish.TYPE 2–‘AA’ listings. This category consists of decks with
standard court cards, but with special messages on some or all of the pip cards as well as the
Ace of Spades and Joker. Example–The Plant Line.TYPE 3–‘AB’ listings. For those who collect
advertising cards, this category will make up the bulk of their collection. The first examples
appeared in the early 1870’s and a few are still being made today. A typical example will have a
back design (often repeated on the box and/or wrapper) advertising the company or product and
a special advertising Ace of Spades and Joker. No one will ever know how many different
examples of these decks were actually produced. Example–Theo. Hamm Brewery Co.This
section has been broken down into sub-categories (further into this chapter) to assist collectors
in evaluating decks. As discussed earlier, the price one must pay is not only directly related to
the scarcity of the particular deck, but also to the competition one finds among prospective
purchasers. Products featured on playing cards such as brewery, tobacco, railroad and
steamship, for example, demand premium prices. Readers will note that we have changed the
sub-categories from those listed on P.26 of Volume III of the original Encyclopedia to ones we
believe are more relevant. Collectors can use either group of sub-categories and can create
additional ones for their other advertising decks!TYPE 4–These ‘AC’ listings have advertising on
the backs but come with a standard Ace of Spades. However they must include a special
advertising card, either a Joker or an extra card. Example – Foot, Schulze & Co.TYPE 5–These
decks, listed under ‘ADD’ have advertising on the backs and on the Ace of Spades only. It covers
decks with standard jokers as well as a few early decks issued without jokers. In addition
pinochle decks made for advertisers generally do not contain jokers. Example–Acorn Stoves
and Ranges.TYPE 6–This is the most common type with advertising on the backs only. With rare
exceptions they have the lowest value to the playing card collector, even though they might be
very rare! For example, a small retail store might have distributed 500 plain decks with
advertising on the backs and all but one of those may have been used and thrown out. The one
remaining copy will still have little value to the playing card collector. A very early example of an
advertising deck of this type is the steamboat deck produced by the American Playing Card Co.
of Kalamazoo shown below. It merely has an advertisement overprinted on the regular patterned



back. To the ad collector it now has some added importance, but its value is likely only a little
more than an early steamboat deck without the addition of advertising. Example–#1 Overprint for
Household Goods; #2 Breck Shampoo.TYPE 7–An important category in the advertising field is
the insert card. These are not pictured here but covered in detail in the Insert chapter.As
mentioned above, Type 1 or the ‘A’ category, appeal most to advertising enthusiasts. In the
original Encyclopedia there were 47 listings covering the period from the early 1880’s to the
1970’s. While there have been many decks produced in the past two decades that fit into this
category, we have made only two additions for new discoveries from the 19th century. The
recent productions will need to be the subject of another work.A1 MURPHY VARNISH, Andrew
Dougherty, 1883 (see T5). This is the finest example of an advertising and transformation deck
and it has a treasured place in every collection. Those who own it generally rank it among their
favourites and the collectors who do not have it often place it at the top of their most wanted list.
Each card is unique and designed with a Murphy Varnish product in mind.A2 KINNEY
BROTHERS TOBACCO, 1889 (see T8). This is the only other known full-size, advertising
transformation deck. Although the pip cards are transformed and the court cards clever, only the
two of diamonds makes reference to a Kinney product. Kinney Brothers were the manufacturers
of Sweet Caporal cigarettes, a popular brand of that time. Advertising also appears on the
backs, the Ace of Spades, the Joker and the box. The scarcity of this deck can be attributed to
the fact that it could only be obtained by saving the smaller size insert cards from the product
(identical to the cards in this deck). When the complete 53 cards were saved and mailed to
Kinney Brothers, the full size deck of cards was the reward.A3 CROSSCUT CIGARETTE, 1882
(see SE11). This deck was issued for W. Duke Sons & Co., Durham, NC. It features advertising
on the backs as well as a different message on the face of each card. In addition, each face
pictures a famous stage star of that time. It is also a Triplicate deck with the card duplicated in
the top left and bottom right corners.A4 CRADDOCK’S SOAP, USPC, 1895 (see SE2). A deck
issued for the Eureka Soap Co. This deck was published as an advertising deck for this
company with the advertising appearing on the card backs only. Each card carries a portrait
photo of a stage star of the era.A5 CLEVELAND COMIC CAMPAIGN, A.H. Caffee, 1892 (see
P3). This was one of two decks designed for the Cleveland camp in the campaign against
Benjamin Harrison. All political campaign decks are considered to be advertising as that was
their primary purpose. In this deck, every court card is a political figure with the King of Hearts
featuring Grover Cleveland and the King of Spades, Harrison. An extra card is present telling
who is pictured on the courts. The Joker shows Cleveland knocking out Harrison. As determined
subsequent to the publication of Volume III of the original Encyclopedia, there was also a deck
with Harrison knocking out Cleveland (see P18).A6 CLEVELAND CAMPAIGN, 1892 (see P17).
This deck was issued during the same campaign. The deck is serious and was issued to
appease those party members who objected to the comic aspect of A5 above. The Ace of
Spades says ‘Campaign’ and the court cards feature Cleveland, Mrs. Cleveland and Thurman,
who was the candidate for Vice-President.A7 PRESIDENT SUSPENDERS, C.A. Edgarton



Company, Shirley, MA, 1904 (see P4). This company manufactured the President brand of
suspenders, a product that has all but disappeared from the market. Advertising appears on the
backs, Ace of Spades, Joker and box. The double-ended court cards each feature two
Presidents of the United States and their First Ladies.A8 GOLDWATER, Brown & Bigelow, 1966
(see P10). This deck was issued for the Goldwater campaign against Lyndon Johnson. The
backs read AuH2O, a combination of the chemical symbols for gold (Au) and water (H2O). All
the court cards, including the Queens, feature the face of Barry Goldwater. The Ace of Spades
has the standard Brown & Bigelow Ace but the Jokers feature a donkey, the symbol of the
opposition party, wearing a hat.A9 ANHEUSER-BUSCH SPANISH AMERICAN WAR I, Gray
Lithographing Co., 1898 (see W15). Although this is a war deck, it is also a highly collectible
advertising deck for brewery collectors. The courts feature officers in the Spanish American War
like Theodore Roosevelt, Admiral Dewey, etc. Advertising appears on the backs, the Ace of
Spades, the Joker and the box. Every pip card has, as its background, a sepia picture of the
Anheuser Busch Brewery.A10 ANHEUSER-BUSCH SPANISH AMERICAN WAR II, USPC, 1900
(see W16). More war interest is apparent here as, in addition to the courts featuring officers,
each of the fours shows a photo of a different American warship. The advertising interest is
widened as, in addition to advertisements on the backs, Joker, box and background of all the
spot cards (except for the fours), each of the Aces shows an ad for a different brand of beer or
ale brewed by Anheuser Busch.A11 PEP BOYS, Arrco Playing Card Co., published for the Pep
Boys Auto Supply Chain. The Ace of Spades and the ‘No’ Joker feature the three brothers who
founded the stores. The court cards are caricatures, with the Kings featuring Moe carrying an ad
for Cadet Batteries. Manny is shown as the Queens that advertise Varsity Spark Plugs and Jack,
appropriately, advertises Booster Motor Oil on the Jacks. The backs and box also carry
advertising. An additional coupon card was added as an Extra Joker and was redeemable at any
of the stores for a free ‘Crying Towel’ for losers. The deck was first published in 1928 as a wide
deck in a slipcase and due to its success, it continued until 1940 in wide and narrow sizes as
well as in pinochle and standard decks.A12 MONARCH BICYCLE, USPC, 1895. This is one of
the earliest examples of an advertising deck created with special court cards. The style of these
courts closely resembles the well-known Stage deck published in 1896 (see SE3). As it was
issued a year earlier, it is safe to assume that the idea for this Stage deck was copied from the
Monarch Bicycle deck. This is a very desirable and hard-to-find deck with special aces as well
as a great Joker and extra card.A13 HAYNER DISTILLING CO., Winter’s Art Lithographing Co.,
1893 (see SX11). This is an example of the conversion of a World’s Fair deck to use for
advertising purposes. All the cards are identical to the regular deck except for the Queen of
Clubs and the Jack of Diamonds. The Jack shows a price list of the Hayner Co.A14 THE
ENTERPRISE BREWING CO., Winter’s Art Lithographing Co., 1894 (see SX16). Like the
Hayner deck, this one has only two cards changed. In this case it is the Queen of Spades and
the Jack of Diamonds, each of which feature a picture of the brewery.A15 NYCC, c1930. For
want of a better name, we will call this deck the Advertising, Advertising deck. Each of the 52



cards carries the logo of a different product or the suggestion that a prospective customer might
like to see their brand shown there and consequently order one of these special decks to
advertise their company.A16 COCA-COLA SPOTTER, USPC Co., 1942 (see W44). The deck
exists with two different backs, both of which are illustrated here. The only advertising is on the
backs and the extra card (the Joker), but it is listed in this category as it was made exclusively for
Coca-Cola.A17 TIME MAGAZINE, 1962. A beautifully designed deck published by this weekly
newsmagazine. Ads appear on the backs and on the box. Each pip card has pitch for Time,
many with a card game connotation. The courts and Jokers are unique and beautiful.A18
SCHERING MEDICAL, USPC Co., 1960. This deck was produced for the Schering
Pharmaceutical Corp. The courts represent doctors, nurses, pharmacists and patients and each
one is different. Ads appear on the backs and on the Ace of Spades. The print run was 50,000
and the decks were presented to doctors along with a dedication card.A19 SCHERING
MEDICAL (CORICIDEN), USPC Co., 1966. This deck, produced to promote Coriciden cold
tablets, has a booklet enclosed that describes the special courts. The courts again represent
doctors, nurses, pharmacists and, on the aces, patients. Unlike A18, these representations
repeat on each suit.A20 SPRINGMAID FABRICS, Arrco Playing Card Co., 1966. This deck was
made for Spring Cotton Mills, a firm specialising in fabrics for household linens and ladies’
undergarments. The aces, queens and two Jokers are special, being typical pinups of the times.
Advertising also appears on the backs and on the box.A21 FORD MOTOR CO., 1968. The
entire 1968 Ford line is presented on the 52 cards and two Jokers. This was one of the original
attempts to use a playing card deck as a type of catalogue. The backs and the box also carry
ads for the company.A22 RIDE AND WIN–FORD MOTOR CO., 1970. The backs feature the
motto ‘Ride and Win’ plus the logos of Ford, Mercury and Lincoln. The faces have 26 sets of
figures in matching pairs on the normal 52 cards, thus doubling as a child’s game. The
instructions are on the Jokers. All of the pictured items might be seen while touring by car.A23
BEAR CARDS, Stancraft, 1968. An interesting advertising deck with cleverly designed courts
made for Theodore Hamm Beer Co. Each of the courts has a cartoon of a bear dressed to
participate in a different sport and features an ‘H’ monogram and a Hamm’s Beer logo. The two
baseball Jokers continue the theme.A24 KENT ARMED FORCES, 1970 (see W24). The backs
and the box look like a pack of Kent cigarettes. No other advertising appears, but the deck is
unusual and made exclusively for Kent by USPC. All cards have cartoons of U.S. Military
personnel. The aces are the privates and the ranks increase to the kings (generals). The queens
are all uniformed women. Spades represent the Navy; Hearts–the Air Force; Clubs–the Army
and Diamonds–the Marines.A25 STATHAM CATLOG, 1954. Statham Laboratories, a Los
Angeles Electronics manufacturer, issued this deck. Every card in the deck, including the two
Jokers, describes a product that can be purchased from the firm.A26 U.S. PLYWOOD. A modern
deck that continues the latest trend of using every card, including the courts, for advertising
messages. This deck, counting the three Jokers, features 55 ads.A27 ELLIOT ADVERTISING,
c1940. This was one of the earlier advertising packs that used each card to carry a message to



the public. The Joker has a picture of the Elliot Factory at Cambridge, Mass. They were well
known, at the time, for a newly invented inexpensive addressing machine.A28 OFFICIAL FILMS
INC., 1957 (see SE 13). A special deck was produced to promote a new television series called
‘Four Star Playhouse’. There is a photo of a movie star on each card with the four featured stars
used on several cards.A29 JACK DANIELS, Stancraft, 1972. The cards were intended as an
imitation of a 19th century deck. Advertising is on the backs, Ace of Spades and box. The cards
were especially designed in a larger size (68 X 95mm) and supposedly cannot be manipulated
by cardsharps. Although the imitation of an 1866 deck (the year of the company’s founding) is
poor, the deck is beautiful. It was not given away, but distributed for sale.A30 BLACK VELVET,
1974. Made for Heublein, Inc., Hartford, distillers of ‘Black Velvet’ Canadian whiskey, the deck is
printed on black, similar to the Arpak deck from England. The spades and clubs are white and
the hearts and diamonds, red. The only advertising appears on the Jokers, the back and the box.
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